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Abstract. With the tremendous growth in the volume of information
produced online every day (e.g. news articles), there is a need for auto-
matic methods to identify related information about events as the events
evolve over time (i.e., information threads). In this work, we propose
a novel unsupervised approach, called HINT, which identifies coherent
Hierarchical Information Threads. These threads can enable users to
easily interpret a hierarchical association of diverse evolving information
about an event or discussion. In particular, HINT deploys a scalable ar-
chitecture based on network community detection to effectively identify
hierarchical links between documents based on their chronological relat-
edness and answers to the 5W1H questions (i.e., who, what, where, when,
why & how). On the NewSHead collection, we show that HINT markedly
outperforms existing state-of-the-art approaches in terms of the quality
of the identified threads. We also conducted a user study that shows that
our proposed network-based hierarchical threads are significantly (p <
0.05) preferred by users compared to cluster-based sequential threads.

1 Introduction

In the digital age, the rise of online platforms such as news portals have led to a
tremendous growth in the amount of information that is produced every day. The
volume of such information can make it difficult for the users of online platforms
to quickly find related and evolving information about an event, activity or
discussion. However, presenting this information to the users as a hierarchical list
of articles, where each branch of the hierarchy contains a chronologically evolving
sequence of articles that describe a story relating to the event, would enable the
users to easily interpret large amounts of information about an event’s evolution.
For example, Figure 1(a) presents different stories that are related to the event
“Lira, rand and peso crash” as separate branches of a hierarchical list. We refer to
this structure of information as a Hierarchical Information Thread. Figure 1(a)
illustrates the following three characteristics of hierarchical threads: (1) all of
the articles in the thread present coherent information that relates to the same
event, (2) different stories (i.e., branches) capture diverse information relating to
the event, and (3) the articles that discuss a story are chronologically ordered.

Compared to hierarchical threads, a sequential thread cannot simultaneously
capture both the chronology and the logical division of diverse information about
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Aug 30: Lira, rand tumble after Argentine peso crashes

Aug 30: Argentina to announce new economic measures after peso freefall

Aug 31: Argentine peso and Turkish lira crash, pressuring emerging currencies. 

Sep 03: Argentina unveils 'emergency' austerity measures, grain export taxes

Aug 30

Aug 30

Aug 31 

Sep 03

Stories identified in the example thread: Background Countermeasures External Impacts

(a) Hierarchical read showing different stories in separate branches.
(b) Sequential read based
on the articles’ timestamp.

Fig. 1: Comparative example of Hierarchical & Sequential Information Threads.

an event. For example in Figure 1(b), a simple chronological order of the articles
cannot represent the articles about “Countermeasures” as a coherent story in the
thread. In contrast, hierarchical threads (Figure 1(a)) can enable the users to find
diverse stories about the event’s evolution in an easily interpretable structure.

We propose a novel unsupervised approach,HINT,1 for identifyingHierarchical
Information Threads by analysing the network of related articles in a collection.
In particular, we leverage article timestamps and the 5W1H questions (Who,
What, Where, When, Why and How) [8] to identify related articles about an
event or discussion. We then construct a network representation of the articles,
and identify threads as strongly connected hierarchical network communities.

We evaluate the effectiveness of HINT on the NewSHead collection [7], in both
an offline setting and a user study. In our offline evaluation, we show that HINT
markedly improves the quality of the threads in terms of Normalised Mutual
Information (NMI) and Homogeneity (h) (up to +232.08% NMI & +400.71% h)
compared to different established families of related methods in the literature,
i.e., document threading [6] and event extraction [12] approaches. We also com-
pare the effectiveness of our hierarchical information threading approach with
a recent work on cluster-based sequential information threading [14], which we
refer to as SeqINT. In terms of thread quality, we show that HINT is more effec-
tive in generating quality threads than SeqINT (+10.08% NMI and +19.26% h).
We further conduct a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of HINT’s hierar-
chical threads compared to SeqINT’s sequential threads. Our user study shows
that the users significantly (p < 0.05) preferred the HINT threads in terms of
the event’s description, interpretability, structure and chronological correctness
than the SeqINT threads. We also analyse the scalability of HINT’s architecture
by simulating a chronologically incremental stream of NewSHead articles. We
show that the growth in the execution time of HINT is slower compared to the
growth in the number of articles over time.

2 Related Work

Existing tasks such as topic detection and tracking (TDT) [2] and event thread-
ing (ET) [13] broadly relate to the problem of identifying information about
events. TDT and ET tasks typically focus on identifying clusters of events to
capture related information about evolving topics or dependent events. However,
unlike hierarchical information threads, these clusters of events do not provide a
finer-grained view of an event’s evolving stories, which makes it difficult for the
users to find relevant stories based on their interests.
1 HINT’s code is available at: https://github.com/hitt08/HINT

https://github.com/hitt08/HINT
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Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [2] is the task of identifying threads of
documents that discuss a topic, i.e., topic-based threads about the chronological
evolution of a topic. TDT approaches (e.g. [1,5,18,24]) focus on identifying topi-
cal relationships between the documents to automatically detect topical clusters
(i.e., topics), and to track follow-up documents that are related to such topics.
These topics are often a group of many related events [24]. Differently from topic-
based threads about many related events, hierarchical information threads de-
scribe evolving information about different stories that relate to a specific event.

Event threading approaches (e.g., [12,13,20]) first extract events as clusters
of related documents, and then identify threads of the event clusters. Differently
from event threading, our focus is to identify hierarchical information threads
of documents that describe different stories about a single event, activity or dis-
cussion. We used the EventX [12] event extraction approach as a baseline in our
experiments, since it also identifies related documents about specific events.

Another related task is to identify a few specific document threads in a collec-
tion such as threads about the most important events [6] or threads that connect
any two given documents in the collection [19]. Our work on hierarchical informa-
tion threading is different in multiple aspects from the aforementioned document
threading approaches that aim to identify specific threads in a collection. First,
we focus on identifying threads about all of the events in a collection. Second,
unlike document threading approaches that use document term features, we fo-
cus on the 5W1H questions and chronological relationships between documents
to identify evolving information about events. Lastly, unlike existing document
threading approaches that generate sequential threads, we propose hierarchical
threading to describe various aspects about an event (e.g. different stories).

Recently, Narvala et al. [14] introduced an information threading approach.
They deploy clustering to identify sequential threads using 5W1H questions and
the documents’ timestamps (we refer to this approach as SeqINT). Unlike the
cluster-based SeqINT approach, in this work, we focus on identifying threads of
hierarchically associated documents using network community detection meth-
ods to capture the evolving stories of an event. Moreover, the SeqINT approach
only supports static collections, whereas, our proposed network-based approach
can also be deployed to generate information threads in dynamic collections.

3 Proposed Approach: HINT

In this section, we present our proposed approach for identifying Hierarchical
Information Threads (HINT). Our approach leverages the chronological relation-
ships between documents, 5W1H questions’ answers along with the entities that
are mentioned in multiple documents in a collection, to define a directed graph
structure of the collection (i.e., a network of documents). We then deploy a com-
munity detection algorithm to identify coherent threads by identifying hierarchi-
cal links in the network of documents. Figure 2 shows the components of HINT,
which we describe in this section, i.e., (1) 5W1H Extraction, (2) Constructing a
Document-Entity Graph, (3) Constructing a Directed Graph of the Documents,
(4) Nearest Parent Community Detection, and (5) Candidate Thread Selection.
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Fig. 2: Components of HINT

5W1H Extraction: We first extract the phrases of text that answers the
5W1H questions from each document in the collection using the Giveme5W1H
approach [8]. We then concatenate all of the 5W1H questions’ answers for each
document as a pseudo-passage (i.e., one pseudo-passage per document). To vec-
torise the pseudo-passages, we use transformer-based [23] contextual embeddings
to capture the context of the events described by the pseudo-passages. We use
these embeddings when constructing the Directed Graph of Documents.

Constructing Document-Entity Graph: After 5W1H extraction, we con-
struct an undirected document-entity graph, E , to identify the common entities
between the documents in the collection. The graph E comprises two types of
nodes, i.e., the entities and documents in the collection. We first identify the key
entities associated with an event by leveraging the 5W1H questions’ answers. In
particular, we re-use the available answers to the “who” and “where” questions,
which directly correspond to named-entities, i.e., “person/organisation” (who)
and “place” (where). In other words, we re-purpose the available named-entity
information from the 5W1H extraction to avoid needing an additional named-
entity recogniser. We then create an edge between the documents and their corre-
sponding entities, i.e., at most two edges per document node (who and/or where).

Constructing a Directed Graph of Documents: We then use the 5W1H
questions’ answers, the document-entity graph E along with the creation times-
tamps of the documents to construct a document graph, D, from which we iden-
tify candidate hierarchical threads. In the graph D, the nodes are the documents
in the collections. We define directed edges between documents in D based on the
document timestamp such that the edges between two documents go forward in
time. In addition, we define weights for the edges based on the relatedness of the
child node to the parent node in a directed edge between two documents. In par-
ticular, to effectively capture the relatedness of nodes based on the event they de-
scribe, the weight of each edge is defined as: (1) the similarity between the 5W1H
pseudo-passages of the documents, (2) the chronological relationship between the
documents, and (3) the number of entities mentioned in both of the documents.

To calculate the edge weights of the graph, we first compute the cosine simi-
larity (cos(px, py)) of the 5W1H pseudo-passage embeddings, px & py (for docu-
ments x & y respectively). To capture the chronological relationship between x &
y, we compute the documents’ time-decay (inspired by Nallapati et al. [13]), i.e.,
the normalised time difference between the creation times of x & y, defined as:

td(x, y) = e−α
|tx−ty|

T (1)

where tx & ty are the creation timestamps of documents x & y respectively, T is
the time difference between the oldest and latest document in the collection and
α is a parameter to factor in time decay. In a dynamic collection, the value of T
can be dynamically estimated based on the maximum time difference between
articles in the existing threads identified from the historical articles.
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(a) For nodes with multiple parents keep
exactly one parent with the shortest edge.

(b) Identify and prune significantly 
longer edges in a community.

(c) Output connected components as 
hierarchical threads.

Nodes with multiple parents Edge to be prunedEdge to the nearest parent

Fig. 3: Nearest Parent Community Detection

We then use the document-entity graph E to calculate an entity similarity
score for each pair of documents in the graph D. To compute an entity similarity
score for a pair of documents, x & y, we first identify the number of paths (|Pxy|)
that connect x & y in the graph E through exactly one entity node. Second, if
|Pxy| = 0, we identify the length of the shortest path (|sxy|) that connects x &
y through multiple entities or other document nodes in E . Intuitively, for docu-
ments that have common entities, a higher value of |Pxy| denotes a higher similar-
ity between documents x & y, with respect to the entities that are mentioned in
the documents. In contrast, for documents that do not have any common entities
(i.e., |Pxy| = 0), a longer length of the shortest path, |sxy|, denotes less similarity
between x & y. Based on the aforementioned description of |Pxy| and |sxy|, we
define the overall entity similarity score between documents x & y as follows:

es(x, y) =
λ

2
(1 + (1− e−γ

|Pxy|
M )) +

(1− λ)

2
e−γ

|sxy|
N , λ =

{
1, if |Pxy| > 0

0, otherwise
(2)

where, M is the largest number of common entities between any two documents
in the collection, N is the largest shortest path in the collection, and γ is a
parameter to control the relative weights of the number of common entities or
the length of the shortest path between x & y.

Lastly, we define the edge weights in the document graph D (i.e., the distance
between x & y) using Equations (1) and (2), and the 5W1H cosine similarity, as:

w(x, y) = 1− cos(px, py) · td(x, y) · es(x, y) (3)

Nearest Parent Community Detection (NPC): From the Directed
Graph D, we identify hierarchically connected communities for thread gener-
ation. We propose a Nearest Parent Community Detection (NPC) method that
identifies strongly connected components of graph D as communities of hierar-
chically linked documents. The NPC algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1 and
is illustrated in Figure 3. To identify hierarchical links between document nodes,
as shown in Figure 3(a), NPC first identifies the nodes that have multiple par-
ents, and follows a greedy approach to keep only the edge that corresponds to
the nearest parent (i.e., the edge with the lowest weight; shown with green colour
in Figure 3(a)). This selection of only the nearest parent node results in various
hierarchically connected components of graph D, as shown in Figure 3(b). How-
ever, the connected graph components may still have some weakly connected
parent and child nodes (i.e., edges with high weights). Therefore, to remove such
weak connections, we split the connected graph components by identifying edges
that have significantly higher weights based on the outlier detection method [22].
In particular, within a connected graph component, we determine a threshold
edge weight. This threshold value corresponds to the outliers in the distribution
of the edge weights within a connected graph component defined as follows [22]:
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Algorithm 1: Nearest Parent Community Detection (NPC) Algorithm

input : Directed Graph of Documents D
output: Connected components of D as communities
foreach node n ∈ D do

if inDegree(n) > 1 then
Find the parent p′ that is nearest to n
foreach p ∈ parents(n) do

if p ̸= p′ then
Remove edge (p → n)

foreach connected component c ∈ D do
Compute outlier weight threshold for c using Equation (4).
foreach edge e ∈ c do

if weight(e) > threshold and outDegree(childNode(e)) > 1 then
Remove e from D

threshold = P3 + 1.5 ∗ (P3 − P1) (4)

where P1 and P3 are respectively the values for the first and third quartiles (i.e. 25
and 75 percentile) of the edge weight distribution, and (P3−P1) is the interquar-
tile range. We compute this threshold for each connected graph component.
While pruning the outlier edges, we do not prune edges where the child nodes
do not have any outward edges so that the graph does not contain any isolated
nodes. Finally, as shown in Figure 3(c), NPC outputs the connected graph com-
ponents (i.e., strongly connected communities) as candidate hierarchical threads.

Candidate Thread Selection: From the candidate threads identified by
NPC, we select the output threads based on thread coherence and diversity of
information. Our focus is on selecting a maximum number of threads from the
candidates that are coherent and providing diverse information about their re-
spective events. However, popular metrics (e.g. Cv [16]) for directly computing
coherence for all threads in a large collection can be computationally expensive.
Therefore, following Narvala et al. [14], to efficiently select candidate threads, we
define an estimate of coherence and diversity using the following three measures:
(1) The number of documents in a thread T (i.e., the thread length |T|), (2) The
time period, Tspan, between the timestamps of the first and last documents
in a candidate thread, and (3) The mean pairwise document cosine similarity,
TMPDCS , of a candidate thread, T, calculated over all pairs of consecutive doc-
uments in the candidate thread.

Following [14], we optimise a minimum and maximum threshold range of the
aforementioned measures based on coherence, diversity and the total number of
selected threads using a smaller sample of NewSHead articles. To compute coher-
ence and diversity, we use the Cv metric [16] and KL Divergence [10] respectively.

4 Experimental Setup

We now describe our experimental setup for the offline evaluation where we
evaluate the threads quality (Section 5), and for the user study where we evaluate
the effectiveness of hierarchical and sequential threads with real users (Section 6).
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Dataset: There are very limited datasets available for evaluating informa-
tion threads. In particular, previous work (e.g. [6,13]) use manually annotated
datasets which are not publicly available. Moreover, classical text clustering
datasets such as 20 Newsgroups [11] only contain topic labels and not event
labels, which are needed to evaluate event-based information threads.

Therefore, we use the publicly available NewSHead [7] test collection, which
contains news story labels and URLs to news articles. Each of the NewSHead
story label corresponds to a group of 3-5 articles about a story of an event. For
our experiments, we crawled 112,794 NewSHead articles that are associated with
95,786 story labels. We combine the articles from multiple stories about an event
into a single set, and refer to these sets as the true thread labels. In particular,
since the NewSHead stories often share common articles (i.e., overlapping sets),
we perform a union of these overlapping story sets, to create the true thread
labels. This resulted in 27,681 true thread labels for the NewSHead articles
(average of 4.07 articles per thread). In addition, considering the scalability limits
of some of the baseline approaches that we evaluate, similar to Gillenwater et
al. [6], we split the collection based on the article creation time into three test sets
(37,598 articles each). We execute the threading approaches on these test sets
separately, and evaluate their effectiveness collectively on all the three test sets.

Baselines: We compare the effectiveness of HINT to the following baselines:

• k-SDPP [6]: We first evaluate the k-SDPP document threading approach, using
the publicly available implementation of SDPP sampling [9]. Since the length
of k-SDPP threads are fixed, we specify k=4, based on the mean length of the
NewSHead threads. Moreover, k-SDPP samples a fixed number of threads. We
perform 200 k-SDPP runs with sample size 50 from each of the three test sets
(i.e., 200 ∗ 50 ∗ 3 = 30, 000 threads, based on 27,681 NewSHead threads).

• EventX [12]: Second, we evaluate the EventX event extraction approach, using
its publicly available implementation.

• SeqINT [14]: Third, we evaluate SeqINT to compare the effectiveness of cluster-
based sequential threading with our hierarchical information threading approach
(HINT). We use the edge weight function defined in Equation (3) as the distance
function for clustering in SeqINT. Unlike HINT, SeqINT requires an estimate of
the number of clusters. For our experiments, we use the number of true thread
labels in each of the three test sets as the number of clusters in SeqINT.

HINT: We now present HINT’s implementation details and configurations.

• Pseudo-Passage Embedding: We evaluate two contextual embedding mod-
els [15] for representing the 5W1H pseudo-passages namely: all-miniLM-L6-v2
and all-distilRoBERTa-v1. We denote the aforementioned two embedding models
as mLM and dRoB, respectively, when discussing our results in Section 5.1.

• Community Detection: We evaluate the effectiveness of NPC compared to two
widely-used community detection methods: Louvain [3] and Leiden [21].

• Parameters: We tune HINT’s parameters based on thread coherence and di-
versity on a small sample of NewSHead (Section 3), using the following values:

◦ α; γ ⇒ {10i ∀ − 3 ≤ i ≤ 3; step = 1}}
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◦ x ≤ |T| ≤ y ⇒ {x, y} ∈ {{3, i} ∀ 10 ≤ i ≤ 100; step = 10},
◦ x ≤ Tspan ≤ y ⇒ {x, y} ∈ {{0, i} ∀ 30 ≤ i ≤ 360; step = 30},
◦ x ≤ TMPDCS ≤ y ⇒ {x, y} ∈ {{0 + i, 1− i} ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ 0.4; step = 0.1}.

5 Offline Evaluation

Our offline evaluation compares the effectiveness of HINT in terms of the quality
of generated threads, compared to the baselines discussed in Section 4. We aim
to answer the following two research questions:
• RQ1: Is HINT more effective for identifying good quality threads than the
existing document threading and event extraction approaches?
• RQ2: Is our NPC component more effective at identifying communities for
thread generation than existing general community detection methods?

Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate thread quality based on the agreement
of articles in the generated threads with the NewSHead thread labels. However,
we note that thread quality cannot indicate whether the sequence of articles in
a thread is correct, which we evaluate later in our user study (Section 6). Intu-
itively, our offline evaluation considers threads as small clusters of articles. We
use the following popular cluster quality metrics to measure the thread quality:
Homogeneity Score (h) [17] and Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) [4].

Since all of the NewSHead articles have an associated thread label, we com-
pute h and NMI using all of the articles in the collection to measure the thread
quality. Moreover, for each of the evaluated approaches, it is possible that the
approach will not include all of the NewSHead articles in the generated threads.
Therefore, we also report the number of generated threads along with the total
and mean of the number of articles (mean |T|) in each of the generated threads.

5.1 Results

Table 1 presents the number, length and quality of the generated threads. Firstly
addressing RQ1, we observe from Table 1 that the NPC configurations for HINT
markedly outperform the k-SDPP and EventX approaches from the literature
along with the SeqINT approach in terms of h and NMI (e.g. NMI; mLM-NPC:
0.797 vs k-SDPP: 0.190 vs EventX: 0.240 vs SeqINT: 0.724). Even though both
HINT and SeqINT use 5W1H questions, HINT’s NPC community detection
and graph construction using time decay and entity similarity contributes to its
higher effectiveness over SeqINT. Moreover, since we measure h and NMI on the
entire collection, the number of articles identified as threads (e.g. mLM-NPC:
74.67% articles) is an important factor in HINT’s effectiveness compared to ex-
isting methods. For example, EventX identified only 16.58% articles as threads,
which affects its overall effectiveness. To investigate this, we evaluate EventX and
HINT using only the NewSHead articles that are identified as threads (16.58%
& 74.67% respectively). Even for this criteria, HINT outperforms EventX (e.g.
0.927 vs 0.883 NMI). We further observe that the number of threads identified
are markedly higher for HINT (e.g. mLM-NPC: 18,340) compared to k-SDPP
(4,599), EventX (7,149), and SeqINT (13,690). Furthermore, we observe that
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Table 1: Results for the Thread Quality of the evaluated approaches.
(True #articles=112,794; #threads=27,681 and mean |T|=4.07).

Configuration h NMI #Articles #Threads mean |T|
K-SDPP 0.107 0.190 13,076 4,599 2.84
EventX 0.141 0.240 18,698 7,149 2.62
SeqINTmLM 0.592 0.724 69,430 13,690 5.07
SeqINTdRoB 0.541 0.684 63,336 12,522 5.06
HINTmLM-Louvain 0.001 0.003 207 20 10.35
HINTdRoB-Louvain 0.001 0.003 202 15 13.47
HINTmLM-Leiden 0.001 0.001 78 17 4.59
HINTdRoB-Leiden 0.001 0.001 69 14 4.93
HINTmLM-NPC 0.706 0.797 84,228 18,340 4.59
HINTdRoB-NPC 0.686 0.783 81,770 17,819 4.59

the mean number of articles per thread (mean |T|) for HINT (4.59) is the clos-
est to the true threads (4.07) in NewSHead. Therefore, for RQ1, we conclude
that HINT is indeed effective for generating quality information threads com-
pared to existing document threading (k-SDPP) and event extraction (EventX)
approaches as well as cluster-based information threading (SeqINT).

Moving on to RQ2, from Table 1 we observe that the Louvain and Leiden
configurations of HINT are the least effective. Upon further investigations, we
found that these general community detection methods identify comparatively
larger communities than NPC, which can affect the coherence of the generated
threads. Therefore, the candidate selection component in HINT when using Lou-
vain or Leiden selects a very small number of threads (e.g., mLM-Louvain: 20,
mLM-Leiden: 17, compared to mLM-NPC: 18,340). Therefore, in response to
RQ2, we conclude that our proposed NPC is the most suitable method to iden-
tify the strongly connected communities for effective thread generation.

5.2 Ablation Study

We now present an analysis of the effectiveness of different components of HINT.
• Effect of Time-Decay and Entity Similarity: We first analyse the effec-
tiveness of the time-decay and entity similarity scores to compute the weights
of the edges in the Document Graph (D). In particular, we evaluate HINT in
two additional settings to compute the edge weights: (1) cosine similarity of the
5W1H pseudo-passages (i.e., by setting td(x, y) = es(x, y) = 1 in Equation (3)),
and (2) cosine similarity and time-decay (TD) (i.e., es(x, y) = 1). From Table 2,
we observe that our proposed configuration to compute the edge weights with
both time-decay and entity similarity (e.g. mLM-TD-ENT: 0.797 NMI) outper-
forms other configurations that include only cosine similarity (e.g. mLM: 0.759
NMI) or cosine and time-decay similarity (e.g. mLM-TD: 0.796 NMI). However,
we also observe that the improvements from including the time-decay similarity
are larger compared to including both time-decay and entity similarity. As future
work, we plan to investigate whether including an entity recognition component
in addition to the 5W1H extraction can further improve the thread quality.
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Table 2: Effect of Time-Decay and
Entity Similarity on thread quality.

Configuration h NMI

mLM 0.657 0.759
dRoB 0.642 0.747
mLM-TD 0.705 0.796
dRoB-TD 0.686 0.783
mLM-TD-ENT 0.706 0.797
dRoB-TD-ENT 0.686 0.783
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Fig. 4: Effect of Candidate Selection on
NMI and Diversity.

• Effect of Candidate Thread Selection: We also analyse the effect of the
candidate selection on the quality and diversity of the generated threads. We
use KL divergence [10] to measure the threads’ diversity of information. For
a given thread, we hold-out each document from the thread and compute the
KL divergence between the probability distributions of the words in the held-out
document and the words in the rest of the documents in the thread. Since in this
analysis we are focused on the quality of the generated threads, we compute h and
NMI using only the articles that are identified as part of the generated threads.

Figure 4 shows the thread quality (NMI) and information diversity of the
candidate threads identified by the NPC and the final output threads from the
candidate selection component. We first observe that the quality of the candi-
date threads and the final threads are comparable. However, the final threads are
significantly (Welch’s t-test; p < 0.05) more diverse than the candidate threads.
Therefore, our proposed candidate selection component can effectively select
quality information threads that describe diverse information about an event.

6 User Study

As we described in Section 3, our proposed HINT approach captures hierarchical
links between documents. These hierarchical links can present chronological hi-
erarchies and a logical division of diverse information, e.g. different stories that
are each related to the same event. However, unlike HINT’s hierarchical threads,
sequential threads (such as from SeqINT) may not be able to capture such logical
division of diverse information. Therefore, it is important to know which of these
presentation strategies (i.e., hierarchical or sequential) is preferred by users. We
conducted a user study that evaluates whether hierarchical information threads
are more descriptive and more interpretable to users than sequential threads.
In particular, we compared HINT with the best performing baseline from our
offline evaluation, i.e., SeqINT. We selected the best configurations of HINT and
SeqINT from our offline evaluation (i.e., HINTmLM-NPC & SeqINTmLM).

Our user study aims to answer the following two research questions:
• RQ3: Do users prefer the hierarchical threads that are generated by HINT
compared to the cluster-based sequential SeqINT threads?
• RQ4: Do the hierarchical links between articles in HINT threads effectively
present a logical division of diverse information about an event?

Experiment Design: We follow a within-subject design for our user study,
i.e., we perform a pairwise evaluation of the threads generated by the HINT and
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SeqINT approaches. In other words, each user in the user study evaluates pairs
of threads, where each pair of threads is about the same event, but the threads
are generated from different threading approaches (i.e., HINT and SeqINT).
When selecting the threads to present to the users, we select the best pairs of
threads based on the threads’ precision scores calculated over both of the threads
in a pair, i.e., the ratio of the number of articles associated with a single true
thread label to the total number of articles in a thread. In addition, we select
threads that have exactly 4 articles based on the mean number of articles in
the NewSHead thread labels. Overall, we selected 16 pairs of threads. We then
distributed the selected pairs into 4 unique sets (i.e., 4 pairs per set), such that
each of our study participants evaluates the pairs of threads from a particular set.

The user study participants were asked to select their preferred thread from
each of the pairs with respect to each of the following criteria: (1) the description
of an event in the thread, (2) the interpretability of the thread, (3) the structure
of the thread, and (4) the explanation of the event’s evolution in the thread. We
also asked participants to rate each of the threads with respect to the thread’s:
(1) coherence, (2) diversity of information, and (3) chronology of the presented
articles. We deployed a 4-point likert scale to capture the participants’ ratings.
The choice of a 4-point scale was based on the number of articles that we fix (i.e.
4) in each of the threads. Additionally, participants were asked to rate the HINT
threads with respect to the logical division of the information in the branches of
the thread (i.e., the logical hierarchies). The participants were presented with the
title of the articles in each of the threads, as illustrated in the example in Figure 1.

Participant Recruitment: We recruited 32 participants using the MTurk
(www.mturk.com) crowdsourcing platform. The recruited participants were all
18+ years of age and from countries where English is their first language. From
the 32 participants, we first assigned 8 participants to each of the 4 sets of thread
pairs. We further created 4 participant groups for each of the sets (i.e., 2 partici-
pants per group-set combination), using balanced Latin square counterbalancing
by permuting the 4 pairs of threads in each set.

6.1 Results

Figure 5 shows our user study’s results in terms of the participants’ preferences
and ratings. We use the chi-square goodness-of-fit test to measure statistical sig-
nificance between the participants’ preferring the HINT or SeqINT threads, as
shown in Table 3. We also use a paired-samples t-test to measure the statistical
significance between the participants’ ratings for HINT and SeqINT (Table 4).

First, addressing RQ3, from Figure 5(a) and Table 3, we observe that par-
ticipants significantly (chi-square test; p < 0.05) prefer our proposed HINT ap-
proach compared to SeqINT, for all four criteria, i.e. description, interpretability,
structure and evolution. Further, from Figure 5(b), we observe that the partic-
ipants rate the HINT threads higher for all of the three criteria, i.e., coherence,
diversity and chronology. Moreover, as shown in Table 4, the participants’ ratings
for HINT are significantly (t-test; p < 0.05) higher with respect to diversity and
chronology. However, the improvement in coherence ratings for HINT is not sig-
nificant compared to SeqINT. This shows that both HINT and SeqINT threads
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Table 3: Chi-square goodness-of-fit test results.

Criteria χ2(1) Cohen’s w p Power
Description 13.781 0.328 < 0.001 96.00%
Interpretability 15.125 0.344 < 0.001 97.33%
Structure 11.281 0.297 0.001 91.93%
Evolution 12.500 0.313 < 0.001 94.30%

Table 4: Paired Samples t-
test results.

Criteria Cohen’s d p Power
Coherence 0.117 0.187 25.96%
Diversity 0.294 0.001 91.08%
Chronology 0.251 0.005 80.46%
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Fig. 5: Pairwise participants’ preferences and ratings of the threading methods.

can identify related articles about an event. However, HINT threads provide
significantly more diverse information about the event, as shown in Figure 5(b).
Overall, for RQ3, we conclude that the participants significantly preferred hier-
archical HINT threads over the sequential SeqINT threads. Moreover, the par-
ticipants’ ratings show that the HINT threads provide significantly more diverse
and chronologically correct information about an event than the SeqINT threads.

Moving on to RQ4, Figure 5(c) shows the participants’ ratings for the log-
ical division of information by the different hierarchies in the HINT threads.
From Figure 5(c), we observe that the majority of participants (44%) said that
the hierarchies in the HINT threads are mostly logical. Moreover, none of the
participants said that the hierarchies in the HINT threads are not at all logical.
Therefore, for RQ4, we conclude that HINT threads present a logical presen-
tation of diverse information (i.e. distinct stories) about an event through the
hierarchical association between related articles.

Overall, our user study shows that HINT’s hierarchical threads are signifi-
cantly preferred by users compared to sequential threads. Moreover, the study
shows that HINT can effectively present a logical hierarchical view of aspects
(e.g. stories) about the evolution of an event.

7 Identifying Incremental Threads

We now present an analysis on the scalability of the HINT’s architecture. This
analysis focuses on the overall efficiency of HINT’s novel components, i.e., the
document-entity graph (E), document graph (D), NPC, and candidate selection.

We deploy HINT to generate threads incrementally by simulating a chrono-
logical stream of NewSHead articles. NewSHead articles were published between
May 2018 and May 2019, i.e., over a period of 394 days [7]. We first generate
threads from the articles that were published in the first 30 days in the collection
(i.e., historical run). From the historical run, we store the NPC communities as
a single graph of hierarchically connected document nodes (D′), as illustrated
in Figure 3(c). We then simulate three incremental article streams such that,
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Fig. 6: Incremental HINT on a simulated stream of NewSHead articles.

in each stream, documents from different sequential time intervals are input to
HINT to be added to existing threads or generate new threads, i.e., daily (every
1 day), weekly (every 7 days), and monthly (every 30 days). For each incremen-
tal run, we extend the document graph D′ by computing the similarity between
the new articles in the stream and the existing articles in D′ using Equation (3).
We then perform community detection on D′ using NPC, followed by candidate
selection of the newly identified or extended threads.

Figure 6 shows, for each of the incremental streams of the NewSHead articles,
the NMI of the generated threads, the total number of ingested documents and
HINT’s execution time. From Figure 6(a), we observe that the quality (NMI) of
the HINT threads quickly increases during the initial 2 months of the incremental
runs (i.e., between May and July 2018) and remains comparable thereafter. This
shows that HINT is still effective when there are only a small number of articles.
Furthermore, Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show that there is a linear increase in the
execution time of HINT as the number of ingested articles increases. Most im-
portantly, we observe that the rate of increase in HINT’s execution time is slower
than the increase in ingested articles (e.g. 0.981 slope as the number of monthly
ingested documents increases vs 0.337 slope for the execution time in seconds).
Additionally from Figure 6(c), we observe that the rate of increase in the daily ex-
ecution times is the highest, followed by the weekly and monthly execution times.
This suggests that the time taken for incremental executions of HINT can be
reduced by increasing the frequency of days between the incremental executions.

Overall, this analysis shows that HINT can effectively and efficiently identify
threads in a dynamic collection. Moreover, HINT’s architecture is scalable, as
the rate of increase in HINT’s execution time is slower compared to the increase
in the number of ingested articles (Figures 6(b) and 6(c)).

8 Conclusions

We proposed a novel unsupervised approach, HINT, for hierarchical information
threading. The hierarchical threads generated by HINT can help users to easily
interpret evolving information about stories related to an event, activity or dis-
cussion. Our offline evaluation showed that HINT can effectively generate quality
information threads compared to approaches from the literature. In addition, our
user study showed that HINT’s hierarchical information threads are significantly
preferred by users compared to cluster-based sequential threads. Moreover, with
its scalable network community-based architecture, HINT can efficiently identify
threads in a dynamic collection to capture and track evolving information.
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